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ABSTRACT

This master thesis is mainly focused on implementing a new hybrid omni-mecanum wheel 
mechanism for an intelligent vehicle. This intelligent vehicle is able to navigate fully au-
tonomously in any indoor area. The most significant parts of this thesis are the development 
of a new wheel configuration by using two types of w heels. Basically, this mobile robot is 
having 2 mecanum wheels and a single Omni wheel in a triangular formation. Lidar sensor 
is used to guide the robot inside the lab while avoiding static as well as dynamic obstacles. 
The robot is mainly programmed by using Robotics Operating System (ROS) which is a 
Linux based universal robot platform with a PC and it is able to navigate with an Arduino 
Due microcontroller.

Keywords: Intelligent vehicle, Omni-mecanum wheel, Autonomous, ROS, Obstacle 
avoidance, Lidar
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The main idea of this thesis is the implementation of an intelligent vehicle with a new wheel mecha-
nism. The development of robotics has been done a huge impact on the advancement of technology.
In addition to that, robot capabilities can be highly increased by adding some values with universal
robotics operating system (ROS). Thinking beyond the conventional wheel platforms and mechanisms
this hybrid configuration was implemented with this master thesis. This hybrid wheel configuration
is designed by using double mecanum wheels and one single omni wheel. Finally, the system became
a fully autonomous intelligent vehicle which can maneuver to a specific point from a given point
while avoiding static and dynamic obstacles in a known map. This thesis is based on implementing
an entirely new wheel configuration including hybrid wheels such as omni and mecanum. Therefore
this report is able to claim that the concept is original.

1.2 Introduction

A robot does not possess natural senses like a human being. Human gets information from their
surroundings using visions and other sensing powers such as touches, hearings, smells, and tastes.
When considering a robot, it cannot explore an unknown environment unless it is having some sensing
sources to get information about the environment. Different kinds of sensors such as odometers,
lidars, sonars, inertial measurement units (IMU), GPS and visual cameras are used to make a robot
capable of sensing a wide range of environments (Zaman et al.,2011).

Innovative technology has become one of the most essential human needs nowadays. The effect of
technological enhancement has been significantly changing to the field of robotics and automation.
2018-2019 has become the revolutionary years of the technology. Autonomous robots are one of the
key elements in this revolution since that is the path which has the most impact. In the same time,
artificial intelligence is one of the highly challenging problems in mobile robotics which has attracted
the interest of more and more researchers in the last decade (Garulli et al.,2005). Because of this
sudden change, people tend to automate everything as much as possible. In fact, robots are becoming
more important than humans and that may be the worst part of this beautiful story.

By the end of 2020, most of the industries will be revolutionized with automation and intelligent
equipment. In the same time, human workers will be replaced by autonomous and highly intelligent
mobile robots. This thesis also based on an autonomous mobile robot which has the intelligence up
to a certain extent and it can navigate and localize itself in the given environment. Flexible mate-
rial handling and movement, with real-time robot control, has become an essential part of modern
manufacturing. Autonomous ground vehicles are used extensively in different kind of manufacturing
systems to move items. (Ge & Cui,2000).
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1.3 Problem Statement

This project is based on development and navigation of a hybrid omni-mecanum wheel intelligent
vehicle robot platform with robotics operating system (ROS). Basically this autonomous robot is
navigating between two given points in an any indoor arena by avoiding collisions with static and
dynamic obstacles. Main idea based on this thesis was, innovating a new wheel mechanism for
mobile robots. Therefore implementing an entirely new wheel configuration is the main contribution
of this thesis. According to the literature, most commonly conventional wheel mechanisms are used
as a mobile robot platforms. Combining two different wheel types such as Omni and mecanum, and
make a hybrid wheel configuration platform is the main concept in this thesis.

1.4 Objectives

The main objective is development and navigation of a hybrid omni mecanum - wheel robot platform.
Therefore this project is focused on main targets such as; robot is able to control autonomously and
manually, ability to self localization and navigation and collision avoidance with static and dynamic
objects. Main contribution of this thesis is development of new wheel configuration.

1.5 Limitations and Scope

• The intelligent robot can only be navigated inside an indoor arena

• Height of all the obstacles are more than the height of the mounted lidar from the ground level

• The system can only be maneuver through even terrains

• The robot has to be navigated towards any direction

• The robot has only a single lidar sensor for navigation and obstacle avoidance

• All the software based programming is done by using robotics operating system (ROS)

• Robot can be able to navigate from a known point to a goal point

• Ability to avoid collisions with static and dynamic obstacles

• Robot is programmed only for velocity control and ROS gives position commands to follow
the trajectory

• Robot cannot navigate in a predefined path, only goal position can be set. Path is created by
ROS navigation packages

• Obstacles which are not in the static map considers as dynamic obstacles

• Glass obstacles will not be detected

• This robot can only be navigated in a given map

• Lidar sensor should not have any motion with reference to the robot base
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1.6 Thesis Outline

The outline of this report as follows.

In the chapter 2, it explains all about the related projects and thesis reports that I have read to get the
knowledge and basically it is the literature review.

In the chapter 3, Methodology, it explains all about the software and hardware parts implementation
as well as the controlling procedure of this project.

It the chapter 4, it explains about the experimental results and final evaluation about the intelligent
vehicle.

In chapter 5, it explains about the conclusion, recommendations and improvements of the current
system.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter we discuss about the related research areas that were being published withing last few
years and there were hundreds of project ideas that are related to this project. Out of those I have
selected few reports to discuss. In fact this literature gives a solid base about my thesis to implement.

2.1 Integrating Arduino-Based Educational Mobile Robots in ROS

This article presents a mobile robotic platform that was built using an Arduino controller and ROS.
ROS Fuerte version is running on operating system. It provides tools to interface with the Arduino
boards through rosserial package. (Different ROS library topics were being used to configure nodes).
The aim is to evaluate the driver flexibility when interacting with different sensors. The ability to
easily integrate with new sensors, update ROS driver, driver portability to different robotic platforms,
driver integration with existent ROS tools. The first experiment aims to demonstrate the driver flex-
ibility to interact with different sensors. Performance of Laser range finder (LRF) compared against
Ultrasonic range sonars on simple mapping task (Araujo et al.,2015).

Figure 2.1: Demonstrate the driver flexibility (Araujo et al.,2015)

First robot is having 2 sonar sensors which were placed +/- 45 degree and front sonar used for obstacle 
avoidance. Due to the low resolution of sonar sensors the projection of walls and obstacles detected 
by the cone of the front sonar, which is highly unreliable. A LRF also used to perform the same task. 
It has 180-degree field of view and 512 samples per r eading. It has the ability to detect most of the 
walls and specially the end of the movement.

In the second experiment, the goal was to demonstrate the portability of the driver to different
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Arduino-based robots using other sensors. Mapping task using Hector Mapping (available package
in ROS) was implemented by using LRF and a joystick.

By increasing navigation capability, they could navigate 3 robots without colliding each other in
a physical arena. The robots had to exchange messages through a shared ROS topic using ”wifi-
comm” package, in order to avoid navigating into a common point at the same time. Robots waited
before starting to move to the point at the center of the arena. The priority was given to the robot
which firstly express intention to move it. Apart from that an experimental robot was implemented
to rescue missions which can detects toxic gases, high temperatures, smoke sensors (smoke density)
and alcohol sensors. There are threshold values which can get robots attention.

2.2 Multi-Robot Navigation, Exploration, Mapping and Object Detection with ROS

This article describes WAMbot, a multi-robot system designed to navigate, explore and map large-
scale urban environments while performing visual object recognition (Reid et al.,2013). Navigation
and path planning must be intelligently coordinated to prevent collisions. Main project objective
to is create a robust multi-robot system with the ability to autonomously explore and map a large
complex outdoor/indoor environment with minimal operator (human) intervention. Robots identified
Objects of Interest (OOIs) using a combination of laser scan data and images. WAMbots onboard
OS changed to Ubuntu Linux with ROS framework. A novel simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) was used to generate global maps and provided accurate position estimations for multiple
robots. Modular image processing for object recognition. An encrypted 802.11g WIFI network was
created to communicate each robot. The mapping system is separated into a local SLAM (based
on hector mapping, generate small 2D submaps which representing the environment around each
WAMbot) front-end that runs on each WAMbot, and the Mapbuilder back-end that runs at the Ground
control station (GCS). Each submap resets every few meters and create new maps that ensuring locally
accurate.

Figure 2.2: Submaps

Mapbuilder back-end formulation is incrementally optimized and render to output 2D grid maps at 
1Hz. Complete system relies on GPU to offload CPU.

5



Mapbuilder main stacks has; Optimizer - global optimizing on graphs, submap orientations, max-
imum likelihood optimization using lavenberg marquardt algorithm. Builder for rendering maps,
submap data into global 2D occupancy grid map at 1Hz, it uses GPGPU techniques to render over
100,000 submaps per second. Matcher searches for spatial matches between submaps, joining
submaps from different robots to provide multi-robot map fusion.

Navigation and path planning is done as follows. The stack reads the global map and position of each
WAMbot from the multi-robot SLAM system. Each WAMbot goes to a potential area for exploration
called a frontier. The global path planner calculates paths through the global map for each WAMbot
from their current location to their currently assigned goal using Dijkstras algorithm. Only the master
computer holds the complete global map; each WAMbot only aware of its local surroundings. The
path broken into small segments and set it for each WAMbot. Since large maps dont transmit through
network, it doesnt choke communication. Since each bot has a local map, they can navigate even
without the communication. WAMbots local path planner uses components from ROS navigation
stack. It publishes velocity messages to bots (controlling). Sensory data from the Laser scanner and
odometry data is added to provide up-to-date local surrounding of a bot. This allows WAMbots to
respond obstacles which are not added to the local map (e.g moving objects) and this can detect and
avoid another WAMbots.

Object detection and recognition is done by using a digital camera and 2 laser scanners per each robot.
Use OpenCV libraries to access within ROS.

2.3 ROS-Based Mapping, Localization and Autonomous Navigation Using a Pioneer

3-DX Robot

They are using ROS based mapping, localization and autonomous navigation for an indoor robot.
Pioneer 3-DX robot is chosen because it is the most convenient for indoor navigation. They used
ROS packages like ROSARIA, SICKTOOLBOX WRAPPER, GMAPPING, MAP SERVER, AMCL,
MOVE BASE, JOY, TELEOP BASE, RVIZ and simple navigation goals. Mapping is used for local-
ization and navigation. Once mapping and localization are done, navigation can be achieved (package
move-base). It creates 2 costmaps for each other; local and global planner. Global planner based on
A* search, while the local planner used dynamic window approach (DWA). Position of the laser scan-
ner is very critical for mapping and navigation. Laser scanner should be mounted on the robot at some
height above the ground (390mm above ground). Circular and square footprints are better than the
rectangular once for the robot (to avoid collision). Problems can be occurred with the Laser sensor
mapping due to surface irregularities (Zaman et al.,2011). Objects which has wider bottom parts
may have mapping and navigation problems (black points should be drawn in map for unidentified
objects).
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2.4 Using Kinect as a Navigation Sensor for Mobile Robotics

This paper presents a prototype which uses a Kinect sensor to capture 3D point cloud data of surround-
ing. Data is used in 3D SLAM to create 3D models of environment and localization. By projecting 
the 3D point cloud into 2D plane, then use Kinect data for 2D SLAM algorithm. This project explores 
2D and 3D SLAM applications and compares Kinect with LRF (Hokuyo URG-04LX). Pioneer P3-
Dx robot is used with differential drive wheels with ROS based navigation. A 2D SLAM algorithm 
is performed using a GMapping and OpenSLAM in ROS. For 3D SLAM they used RGBD SLAM 
which performs visual SLAM using a feature matching algorithm (need large amount of CPU power)
(Oliver et al.,2012).

Table 2.1: Kinect and laser comparison table

Description Kinect Laser

Field of view 580 1800

Max depth range 3.5m 4m

Depth point bandwidth 37888KB/s 21.25KB/s

Power consumption 2.25W 2.5W

Frequency 30Hz 10Hz

Min. operating distance 0.8m 0.06m

Resolution at 2m 10mm 1mm

Visualizing point cloud using RGB point cloud data isnt feasible since the rate is 76.6 MB/s (Wi-Fi
802.11G speed is 54Mbit/s) therefore update rate of point cloud falls from 30Hz to 4Hz. Therefore,
reduce Kinect resolution to QVGA (320 x 240). Finally they chosen Kinect as the viable sensor for
mobile robots in SLAM. It has advantages in 3D model building, pure visual SLAM, lower price (but
accuracy higher in LRF).
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2.5 Localization of an Intelligent Vehicle

This paper proposed a fuzzy based sensor fusion algorithm for localization of an intelligent vehicle.
Used GPS, magnetic compass and CCD camera, all sensor data expressed by fuzzy numbers with
triangular membership function. All fuzzy numbers are operated based on alpha-cut closed interval
properties. Using existing maps (google maps) can reduce time and cost in path planning. In image
processing algorithm, two way-points are detected; road center and road direction. Then the hori-
zontal and vertical road errors are determined. Perspective distortion is solved by inverse perspective
mapping (IPM) (Deelertpaiboon & Parnichkun,2008).

Figure 2.3: Inverse perspective mapping

Image shows the relationships between world (W-space) coordinate and image coordinate (I-space)

Figure 2.4: Inverse perspective mapping diagram

Since output of all sensors contain some uncertainties, those can be considered as fuzzy numbers. 
Alpha cut of each fuzzy number is closed interval of real number. Following equations are the basic 
Fuzzy theories that used to calculate.
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[a, b] + [c, d] = [a+ c, b+ d] (Equation 2.1)

[a, b]− [c, d] = [a− d, b− c] (Equation 2.2)

[a, b] ∗ [c, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd),max(ac, ad, bc, bd)] (Equation 2.3)

[a, b]/[c, d] = [min(
a

c
,
a

d
,
b

c
,
b

d
),max(

a

c
,
a

d
,
b

c
,
b

d
)] (Equation 2.4)

Position of the camera system is defined by the below mentioned equations

u(x, y) =
tan−1(

h sin(tan−1( y
x
))

y )− (θ − α)
2α
n−1

(Equation 2.5)

v(x, y) =
tan−1( yx) + α

2α
m−1

(Equation 2.6)

Where h = height of the camera, = angle between optical and horizontal axis, 2 = camera aperture,
n x m = resolution of the image. Since output of all sensors contain some uncertainties, those can be
considered as fuzzy numbers. Alpha cut of each fuzzy number is closed interval of real number.

Vehicle current longitude and latitudes are denoting in following diagrams (delta is the uncertainty).

Figure 2.5: Vehicle longitude and latitude in world coordinate

GPS data is taken with respect to the world coordinate and the camera data is taken with respect to 
road coordinates. World coordinates firstly translated to vehicle coordinates, then vehicle coordinates 
rotate using rotation matrix to obtain road coordinates.

Longitudes and latitudes of 12 way points are fed into the system by using membership functions of 
Longitudes and latitudes. Control system is designed based on fuzzy logic controller with two inputs
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Figure 2.6: World, vehicle and road coordinates

and one output such as, Lateral offset from the vehicle to the line connecting previous and next way-
point, Heading error from the vehicle to the line connecting previous and next way-point are inputs. 
Output is the steering angle.

This paper described an algorithm used to correct inaccuracy of available maps. Uncertainties from 
the sensors taken into account using alpha-cut closed interval arithmetic as follows.

Figure 2.7: Membership function of rotational angle

Following diagrams explain the degree of membership functions of heading error and lateral offset as
inputs. Finally the output will be the steering angle considering two inputs.
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Figure 2.8: Membership functions

2.6 Improved Mecanum Wheel Design for Omni Directional Robot

Main disadvantage of regular mecanum wheels is if the surface is uneven the rim of the wheel can 
make contact with the surface instead of the roller. Mecanum wheels with centrally mounted rollers 
can fix this i ssue. By using forward, backward, inward and outward motions robot can be move into 
any direction. But this system incredibly reduces efficiency (when moving diagonally front and rear 
opposite wheels are dragging with the floor) (Ge & Cui,2000).

This report explains 2 methods of improving efficiency of mecanum wheels. First a simple method of 
improving energy losses when AGV is travelling in straight line (lockable wheels, locking when going 
straight). Secondly peripheral rolls having the capability to adjust angles dynamically as shown.

An AGV is developed to travel in all terrains using mecanum and conventional wheel sets. According 
to the terrain (detects automatically) wheel set can be changed. Conventional wheels can be used to 
rough terrains and mecanum is used for soft terrains. Edge mounted ultrasonic sensor detects terrain 
roughness. It has pneumatically wheel changing mechanism.

11



Figure 2.9: Fuzzy data table

Figure 2.10: Central mounted wheels

2.7 Position Control Differential Drive Wheeled Mobile Robot

They proposed an algorithm to compensate internal and external errors of path planning.

Following diagram shows the feedback loop system that they used to implement this robot. In Pro-
posed feedback loop, position and orientation errors are obtained by separated feedback loops. Ori-
entation angle obtains by driving wheel and the velocity obtains by encoders. Displacement between
two driving wheels is turned into velocity. It goes to driving wheel velocity in order to compen-
sate orientation error. This paper proposed kinematic model and algorithm that can follow reference
trajectory. Dead reckoning algorithm added to determine real time positioning. Errors separated to
internal and external, then it makes possible to follow more accurately (Chung et al.,2001).

12



Figure 2.11: Adjustable peripheral wheels

Figure 2.12: Diagram of differential drive vehicle

2.8 Optimal Design of Rocker-Bogie Mechanism for Stair Climbing

Proposed an optimal design of Rocker-Bogie mechanism for stair climbing with heavy weights using 
Taguchi methodology (optimization mechanism). This is a hand carrying cart with a new concept 
(Hong et al.,2013).

This mechanism can maintain a stable connection with the ground even ground isnt even. Cargo 
is attached to link1, therefore center of mass fixed t o l ink1. To d efine th e Ob ject Fu nction, they 
considered; Minimizing fluctuation during climbing (a), Minimizing maximum t ilting angle during 
climbing (b).

J = 0.5

∫
(y − y)2 dt∫

y2 dt
+ 0.5θmax (Equation 2.7)

y = height data during climbing, y = height of the straight line of the slope angle, Theta = maximum
tilting angle of the cargo.

13



Figure 2.13: Position orientation feedback control system

Figure 2.14: Hang-carrying cart concept

Since there are 3 different types of stairs were being considered, 3 Js obtained. Final objective func-
tion is defined by using the smaller-the-better signal-to-noise (SN) ratio as follows.

SN = −10 log(
J2
1 + J2

2 + J2
3

3
) (Equation 2.8)

To determine the robust optimal solution, 3 stairs were considered. 5 constrains were considered when
determining the solution; maintain contact on horizontal plane and wheel, formation of triangular
shaped link, wheel overlap avoidance of 1st and 2nd, wheel overlap avoidance of 2nd and 3rd and the
size limitation. Compared with the typical mechanism, SN ratio of rocker bogie mechanism improved
33.5 percent through above mention optimization.
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Figure 2.15: Climbing paths

2.9 Mobile Robot SLAM for Line-Based Environment Representation

This paper presents an algorithm for solving the SLAM problem in unknown environment. They are 
using 2D SICK LMS-LRF (laser range finder) to update the map, estimate the position and orienta-
tion. Simultaneous update of robot poses and linear feature estimates done by using extended Kalman 
filtering. Robot use sensory measurements to estimate the map, same time localize itself within the 
map. Performed by Pioneer 3AT robot, differential drive. Autonomous vehicle navigating in 2D 
plane and its position p(k) = [x(k), y(k), (k)], x and y is the position and is the orientation (Garulli et 
al.,2005).

Figure 2.16: Coordinate system
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The SLAM and map building can be cast as a state estimation problem for uncertain dynamic system;
to illustrate that idea consider a simple linear model.

2.10 Online Global Loop Closure Detection for Graph-Based SLAM

They conducted an indoor mapping session of a building with LRF and Kinect sensors. A key fea-
ture of SLAM is, detecting previously visited areas to reduce map errors and it is called as LOOP
CLOSURE DETECTION.

They used online multi session graph-based SLAM. Map is a graph with nodes and links. Inside
Nodes it has saved odometry poses for each location, laser scans, RGB images, depth images and
visual words. Inside links it has stored rigid geometrical transformation between nodes. 2 types of
links are introduced such as neighbor and loop closure. This paper is about combining loop closure
detection and graph optimization. Under the loop closure detection it has RGB images (from visual
words) registered with depth images. Graph optimization is done by using TORO (tree-based network
optimizer).

They highlighted some important facts about memory management for online multi session mapping.
For online mapping, new incoming data must be processed faster than the time required to acquire
them. Large scale online mapping should not be limited by the size of the environment. To handle
this, RTAB-Map memory management approach used as mention below (Labb & Michaud,2014).
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Figure 2.17: Memory management model

It makes the SLAM approach independent of the size of the environment. STM is the entry point for 
new nodes when new data coming (fixed size m emory). WM is the oldest node moved to WM (to 
be considered loop closure detection). When the time required to process the new data reaches nodes 
transferred to LTM. If loop closure detected again node can be transferred back to WM (retrieval). 
When robot revisited an area which was previously forgotten, it can remember incrementally the area 
if a least one node of this area is still in WM.

RGB images from the Kinect sensor are used for appearance-based loop closure. Depth images 
used to find 3D p ositions. Laser scan data used for the p recision. Data acquisition is done by ROS 
bag mechanism (odemetry, laser scans, RGB images, depth images recorded at 1Hz). Map quality 
depends on number of loop closures that can be detected. Frequent revisits increase the global map 
quality and details.
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2.11 Kinematic Model of a Four Mecanum Wheeled Mobile Robot

Figure 2.18: Regular mecanum configuration

This paper explains about the developing mathematical model for regular 4 mecanum wheeled robot 
platform. Basically they developed an inverse kinematics model directly from this method which I 
was able to use for new concept as well. (Taheri et al.,2015)

Figure 2.19: Mecanum wheel motion

According to above mentioned figures, assuming that no wheel slipping on the ground, the system 
inverse kinematics are obtained by as follows. Omega and V represent angular velocities and linear 
velocities accordingly.

Following matrix shows the Jacobean matrix for the system kinematics.
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Figure 2.20: Inverse kinematics matrix

Figure 2.21: Jacobean matrix

After substituting values for the main matrix, following inverse and forward kinematic equations can 
be derived.

These forward and inverse kinematics equations were directly used in the navigation program in order 
to give velocity commands to the robot. In the same time accuracy of the all the physical parameters 
should be highly considered to obtain these equations. Those equations were used to rotate individual 
wheels at specific speed to obtain the correct transverse velocities of the robot.
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Figure 2.22: Inverse kinematics equations

Figure 2.23: Forward kinematics equations
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter is explained about the the methodology of this thesis including the software and hardware
implementation. Accordingly it has subsections as system overview, mathematical model, hardware
design and software design.

3.1 System Overview

In this section, the overview of the whole system will be explained. First of all, the robot can be able
to control by using a PC which is based on the Linux operating system (Ubuntu) and ROS (Robotics
Operating System). In addition to that, Lidar, motor actuators, and encoders are connected to the main
computer through a separate micro-controller unit which is an Arduino Due. Mainly single front-
facing Lidar sensor is used to create the map, navigation, and obstacle avoidance. This intelligent
vehicle is highly tuned to avoid static as well as dynamic obstacles. Point to point navigation and
path planning are done by using global and local planners which are provided by ROS packages.

Basic robot maneuvering will be done using low-level C++ programming techniques using Arduino
Due. Autonomous navigation with path planning, obstacle avoidance and localization will be done
by ROS. To increase the navigation accuracy laser sensor data is fused with robot wheel odometry.

The most significant part of this robot is the wheel configuration which has two mecanum wheels and
a single omni wheel. Each wheel can be controlled individually with DC motors with higher torque
and RPM. Specific motors were chosen for this vehicle to carry a heavy load and navigate in a more
smoothest manner.

Using right hand rule x and y axis directions are chosen as in the figure 3.3. Angles between omni
wheel and mecanum wheels are 135 degrees and the 90 degrees between mecanum wheels. Basically,
mecanum wheels are aligned as shown in the figure 3.1. This is the point that this configuration differs
from the conventional mecanum wheel system. Implementation of the new hybrid wheel system will
be explained in the next section more specifically.
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Figure 3.1: Wheel configuration

Apart from that following figure 3.2 shows the block diagram of this project v ehicle. Basically all 
the components connected to main PC using an Arduino Due controller. Lidar is mounted on top of 
the vehicle exactly 215mm from the ground level. Therefore only the obstacle that are related to that 
specific height are detected to the sensor.

Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the overall system
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Following diagram shows the summary of all the internal connections of the ROS based system.
Different packages run in different frequencies and all the data have mentioned in the figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: ROS architecture
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3.2 New Hybrid Omni-mecanum Wheel Concept Implementation

This hybrid wheel new idea came up with the conventional mecanum and omni wheel configurations.
Basically, conventional mecanum wheel system has only 4 wheels and omni system has 3 wheels as
shown in the below figure 3.4. In that case both of the platform are able to navigate into any direction
(omni directional). All the wheel directions, force components are shown in the following diagram.

Figure 3.4: Conventional mechanisms

Mecanum wheel platform has both left and right two different wheel sets (all together 4) and omni 
platform has same kind of 3 wheels in 120 degree angle difference. When considering about the new 
concept, two mecanum wheels were replaced with one single omni wheel in order to came up with 
this entirely new mechanism as shown below figure 3.4.

Figure 3.5: New wheel mechanism
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Then the mecanum wheels were rotated 45 degrees opposite each other to make the drive force com-
ponents towards the X direction as shown in the figure 3.5. Afterwards, a complex math model was
created to analyze the maneuvering capability. Based on that, theoretically this new concept was able
to maneuvering omni directional as expected. In fact omni and mecanum wheels only contribute to
Y and X directions navigation accordingly. In nutshell, in order to go to X direction, only mecanum
wheels were used and to go to Y direction the only single omni wheel was used.

When the single omni wheel was used to go to horizontal Y direction, mecanum wheels’ primary
wheels were rotating freely. Since there is a friction components acting between the primary wheels
and the terrain or the floor. Due to that, there was a moment generated around the center point of
the robot. Because of that robot started to maneuver into a curved path instead of a straight line. To
overcome this mechanical issue, mecanum wheels had to be rotated to give a opposite moment around
the center point of the robot to make the robot navigation straight. This issue was solved when using
an IMU unit by controlling the heading of the robot.

Apart from that, by using sensor fusion with IMU and wheel odometry and laser sensor map fused
with wheel odometry could solve this curved path issue. Those sections will be explain in the further
chapters. Few advantages of this mechanism is mentioned below.

Advantages of new hybrid wheel mechanism

• Two mecanum wheels can be replaced by a single omni wheel

• Can be used as a differential drive or omni directional drive both ways.
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3.3 Kinematics Analysis

Under this section the new mathematical model (inverse and forward kinematics models) is designed
for 2 mecanum wheels and one single omni wheel. Mainly new model was derived by using the
regular mathematical model which is explained in the literature. Up to now this regular math model
was used only for 4 mecanum wheel concept. This wheel configuration is set according to the below
figure 3.6 and all the robot orientations, coordinate systems, wheel motions and drive directions will
be calculated according to the following diagram.

Figure 3.6: Mathematical model

WDi and WMi represent wheel’s angular velocity and wheel real motion accordingly. It was able 
to successfully apply the same concept for 2 mecanum wheels and one single omni wheel system. 
By considering all the primary and secondary wheel angles and wheel orientations with respect to 
the center point, this new inverse kinematics model was developed for the new concept. Regular 
mecanum wheel configuration is showing in the l iterature. (Taheri et al.,2015)
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Figure 3.7: Model of the robot

First of all by using the matrix in figure 2.21, for 2 mecanum wheels and a single omni wheel platform 
following Jacobean matrix was rearranged for inverse kinematics. Even though regular equation was 
implemented for 4 mecanum system, following 3 ∗ 3 matrix was derived for this thesis configuration 
by considering first 3 wheel equations only.

Jacobean matrix for inverse kinematics;

T =
−1

r


cos (β1−γ1)

sin γ1

sin (β1−γ1)
sin γ1

l1
sin (β1−γ1−α1)

sin γ1
cos (β2−γ2)

sin γ2

sin (β2−γ2)
sin γ2

l2
sin (β2−γ2−α2)

sin γ2
cos (β3−γ3)

sin γ3

sin (β3−γ3)
sin γ3

l3
sin (β3−γ3−α3)

sin γ3

 (Equation 3.1)

As shown in the figure 3.6 all the variables explains as follows (more details explained in the litera-
ture). There parameters are represent each condition of wheels with respect to robot center. Basically,
it gives the idea of wheel configuration to the mathematical model to simulate.

According to the figure 3.6;

• li, distance between wheels and the base (center of the robot O)

• ri, denotes the radius of the wheel i (Distance of the wheels center to the roller center)
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• αi, the angle between OPi and XR

• βi, the angle between Si and XR

• γi, the angle between vir and Ei

• ωi, [rad/s] wheels angular velocity

• Vx, Vy[m/s] robot linear velocity

• ωz, [rad/s] robot angular velocity

Basically l1,2,3 are the distances to the center of the wheel from robot center. And r is the radius in 
meters. Following table shows the common parameter values of the robot chassis;

Table 3.1: Common parameters

Parameter Value

l1 0.22 m

l2 0.23 m

l3 0.23 m

r 0.06 m

WD1, WD2 and WD3 are wheel angular velocities (rad/s). Following tables shows the required 
parameters for both mecanum and omni wheels.

Table 3.2: Robot parameters

Wheel αi βi γi li

1 0 0 −(π
2
) 0.22

2 −(3π
4

) −(3π
4

) (π
4
) 0.23

3 (3π
4

) (3π
4

) −(π
4
) 0.23

All the parameters represent the orientation of the wheels and their secondary wheels. As the next
step, those parameters were substituted to the equation 3.1 and derived the following inverse kine-
matics matrix;

WD1

WD2

WD3

 =

 0 16.667 3.667
23.57 0 3.833
23.57 0 −3.833

VxVy
ωz

 (Equation 3.2)
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Inverse kinematics equations were solved by the derived matrix. Basically, it shows the each wheel
velocity for a given velocity command of the center of robot platform. Therefore, only wheel 1
contributes for the Y directional motion as well as wheel 2 and 3 contribute for the X directional
front motion.

WD1 = 16.667× (Vy) + 3.667× (ωz) (Equation 3.3)

WD2 = 23.57× (Vx) + 3.833× (ωz) (Equation 3.4)

WD3 = 23.57× (Vx)− 3.833× (ωz) (Equation 3.5)

This inverse kinematics model was used to define the robot wheel odometry in the system. Mainly that
was used to command velocities to the robot platform from ROS. Following section shows the forward
kinematics model for the system by taking the inverse of above matrix equation 3.2 as follows.

Transversal, longitudinal and angular velocities of the robot,

VxVy
ωz

 =

 0 0.0212 0.0212
0.06 −0.0287 0.0287

0 0.1304 −0.1304

WD1

WD2

WD3

 (Equation 3.6)

Basically forward kinematics matrix was only used to take the velocity feedback to the main program
under the topic of ”sensor vel”. Following equations are derived from equation matrix 3.6 as forward
kinematics model of the robot.

Vx = 0.0212× (WD2) + 0.0212× (WD3) (Equation 3.7)

Vy = 0.06× (WD1)− 0.0287× (WD2) + 0.0287× (WD3) (Equation 3.8)

ωz = 0.1304× (WD2)− 0.1304× (WD3) (Equation 3.9)
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Robot co-ordinate system in global frame

Figure 3.8:: Robots global coordinates

Robot coordinates can be represent with respect to global coordinates as shown in the figure 3.8.

Table 3.3:: Variables

Variable Description

Xw, Yw, θ Global coordinates

Xr, Yr, θr Local coordinates

r Travel distance w.r.t global

Xw = r × cos θ (Equation 3.10)

Yw = r × sin θ (Equation 3.11)
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3.4 System Design

This section mainly explains all about the overall system design including hardware and software.

3.4.1 Mechanical Design

As explained before in the previous section, the most significant part of this vehicle is the hybrid
wheel configuration. Each wheel rotation direction as well as resultant force of all three wheels were
considered in order to design this complex mechanism. In fact the direction of maneuver depends on
the combination of three wheels. Basically, this wheel configuration is able to navigate robot into any
direction same as four mecanum wheel configuration as well as the three omni wheel configuration
in equal performance. There for following figure 3.3 shows the proposed configuration based on the
wheel direction of rotation.

Figure 3.9: Proposed configuration of wheels

Next, the design section of the robot will be considered. The overall length and width of the Base 
plate is 400 x 400mm which is precisely laser cut. Between 2 mecanum wheels the angle is 90 
degrees and mecanum and omni there is 135 degree. Motors and wheels connected using chains and 
motor couplings. In order to increase the stability of the system center of gravity was considered to 
assemble all the components to the base platform. The battery placement was highly considered in 
order to obtaining a lower Center of gravity.
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Following figure 3.8 shows the base platform which was used to connect all the actuators and com-
ponents. (size 400 x 400 mm)

Figure 3.10: Base plate

Each wheel is connected with a 500 PPR Omron encoder to obtain accurate rotational feedback. 
Chassis of the robot is made out of 4mm thickness steel plate in order to carry heavy load. Both 
mecanum and omni wheels were chosen in the same diameter which is 12 mm. 10 mm diameter 
strong steel rods were chosen to connect wheels with the chassis since the entire body weight acting 
towards the wheels. Following figure shows the mechanism of encoders connecting to the wheel.

Figure 3.11: Wheel mechanism
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Each wheel and motor were connected by using chains as shown in the figure 3.9. Each wheel axle
was supported by using two rotary bearings and those were connected to the base platform rigidly by
screwed nuts and bolts. Vibration reduction coupling used to connect the axle to the encoder shaft.

As shown in the figure 3.10 as well as the following solidworks figures shows the mechanism of
motor shaft connecting with rotary bearings to the base plate.

Figure 3.12: Connecting wheels with the chassis

Same mechanism used to connect three individual wheels in triangular formation. Encoders were 
connected underneath of the base platform. Since the wheel diameter is 120 mm, it gives a 90 mm 
ground clearance to the robot after assembled using these techniques. Therefore all the mechanical 
components which were connected under the platform would not be damaged. Following figure 3.13 
shows that the motors were connected with some specific off-sets with each other in order to balanced 
the weight. In addition to that had to be connected in the small area in the base plate while optimizing 
the space.

Figure 3.13: Robot motor formation
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Following figure 3.12 shows the view of under the base plate. Basically all the encoders were con-
nected concentric with each wheel accordingly.

Figure 3.14: Robot encoders connected formation
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Following section shows the specification about the mecanum wheel that was used for this intelligent
vehicle. Both left and right types of wheels were used.

Figure 3.15: Mecanum wheel

Table 3.4:: Specification of mecanum wheel

Parameter Description

Diameter 127 mm

Weight 500 g

Body Material Aluminium

Load Capacity 20 kg

Number of Rollers per Wheel 12
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Following section shows the specification of the omni single wheel that was used for this intelligent
vehicle. Selecting omni wheel was much important because omni wheel is the main front wheel if
the robot. Basically heading control is done by this wheel. Therefore omni wheel should had higher
number of secondary rollers in order to be more smooth with the terrain. If there is less number of
rollers it would not have been smoothed with heading control.

Figure 3.16: Omni wheel

Table 3.5: Specification of omni wheel

Parameter Description

Diameter 127 mm

Weight 400 g

Body Material Aluminium

Load Capacity 20 kg

Number of Rollers per Wheel 24
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In this section following figures shows the model of robot vehicle.

Figure 3.17: Front view

Figure 3.18: Rear view

As shown in the next figure 3.17 acrylic 10 mm and 6 mm plates were chosen to create the platforms 
for battery compartment and circuit panel. To obtain a weight reduction unwanted materials were 
removed from all the plates including steel and acrylic by considering structural analysis which would 
be explaining in the results section later.
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Figure 3.19: Side view

Following table 3.5 shows the specification of the designed robot.

Table 3.6: Specification of the robot

Parameter Description

Size of the robot 500 x 500 x 435 mm

Thickness of base plate 4 mm

Diameter of wheels 120 mm

Total mass 25 kg

Ground clearance 90 mm
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Following figures 3.18 and 3.19 shows the final prototype of the intelligent vehicle.

Figure 3.20: Front and rear view

Figure 3.21: Side view of the robot
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3.4.2 Electrical System Design

The core of this intelligent vehicle is the electrical system. Basically, all the actuators and sensors
were connected properly and powered up using this electrical system. The direction of navigation
depends on how accurately motors get the signals from motor driver as well as micro-controller.
Therefore paying much more attention for the electrical system is compulsory.

Depending on the payload all the motors and motor drivers were chosen for the robot. Most signifi-
cantly motor torque, required current and RPM were considered into account. By based on that the
most suitable drivers were chosen for the system. In this case 50A, 24V motor drivers were used
for each motor. Following diagram shows the major components that were used under the electrical
system design.

Figure 3.22: Electrical system

According to the above diagram it shows how the electrical system works. Basically, motor drivers 
are connected to the battery to power up the motors according to the micro controller signal. En-
coders give feedback signal of the motor current velocity and the position. Sick S300 laser sensor is 
connected to the main battery system (24V) thought a XL4015 voltage regulator to maintain constant 
voltage at 24V. Because when the battery fully charged, the capacity becomes 27V and it may be 
harmful for the laser scanner. Therefore it is better to regulate the voltage.

As shown in the figure 3.10 encoders were powered up with 5V output from one of the motor drivers 
directly. It was capable of supplying regulated 5V voltage output. In addition to that encoders are 
connected to the arduino micro-controller using 5 to 3.3V voltage level converters since arduino due 
logic voltage is 3.3V.
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Following table describes all the key specification of the Arduino Due micro-controller which was 
used as the secondary controller.

Table 3.7: Specification of Arduino Due

Parameter Description

Micro-controller SAM3X8E 32 BIT ARM controller

Operating Voltage 3.3 V

Raw Voltage input 7 to 12 V

Maximum current through each I/O pin 3 mA

Clock Speed 84 MHz

SRAM 96 KB

Flash Memory 512 KB

Following table describes the key specification of Omron encoders which were used to get the wheel
odometry.

Table 3.8:: Specification of Omron encoder

Parameter Description

Manufacturer Omron

Resolution 500PPR

Supply Voltage 5 - 24 V

Output phases A,B and Z

Switching Frequency 100 Hz

Current consumption 80 mA

Shaft loading 30 N
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Sick S300 expert laser scanner is the main sensor that used for this intelligent vehicle to navigate
through obstacles. Basically, this is the only sensor that used for obstacle avoidance including static
and dynamic, navigation and path planning. Maximum baud rate of 125K used to implement the
navigation system with ROS. Following table 3.4 shows the key specification of the Sick S300 Expert.

Figure 3.23: Sick S300 Expert

Table 3.9:: Specifications of Sick S300 Expert

Parameter Description

Manufacturer SICK

Distance measuring range 30m

Scanning angle 270 degrees

Response time 80 ms

Configuration interface RS - 422

Max transmission rate 500 k Baud

Supply voltage 24 V

Current consumption 1.7 A
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Next section describes about the 24V DC motor which used for this project. One of the most signif-
icant parts was the selecting a proper motor for this vehicle. Various parameters were considered in
order to select the motor. Mainly required torque and RPM were considered. Then maximum power
consumption as well as power ratings were also highly important. Since this is a mobile robot, ev-
erything was powered up by using a 24V battery set (battery pack capacity 24 Ah) motors should be
efficient up to some extent. Finally MY1016Z2 - 250W motor was chosen due to higher rated torque
and possibility to carry high payload. Reduction ratio: 9.78: 1

Figure 3.24: MY1016Z2 - 250W motor

Following tables shows the Performance and specifications of the motor;

Figure 3.25:: Performance of the motor
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Figure 3.26: Specifications of the motor
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Afterwards the other significant component is the motor driver which acts the major role among
all other electrical items. Various parameters had to be considered before buying the most suitable
motor driver for this project. Such as maximum current, stall current, reliability, durability and most
importantly PWM changing frequency. After doing some research finally SMILE EVO24V50 drivers
were chosen. Key specifications about the driver as follows.

Figure 3.27: EVO24V50 driver

Table 3.10: Specification of EVO24V50 driver

Parameter Description

Manufacturer SMILE

VCC input voltage 9 - 42V

Maximum output voltage 0.98 x VCC

Safety switch off temperature 110 C

PWM frequency 5 kHz

Maximum current 50A

motor-type Brushed drive

Safety features Opto-isolation
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Following section shows the specification about the Adafruit BNO055 IMU sensor that used for this
thesis. Basically IMU sensor was used to implement robot heading control. But in the end of the
project robot was able to localize it self properly by using only laser scanner without using this IMU
sensor. Only fusing laser map with wheel odometry was enough to heading control.

Figure 3.28: BNO055 IMU module

Following tables shows the key specifications of the sensor.

Table 3.11: BNO055 specifications

Parameter Description

Manufacturer Adafruit

VCC input voltage 3.3 V

Modules included Gyroscope, Accelerometer, Magnetometer

Output data Euler angles, Angular vel, Linear acc, Compass, Quaternion

Update rate 100 Hz

As shown in the table 3.10, BNO055 sensor used gyroscope and accelerometer to calculate and output
the orientation euler angle values. Since that it takes some more time to process output (9ms). In order
to output euler values, it processed using all other sensor values as shown in the following equations.
Therefore the errors due to drift heading values was not occurred. Basically it fused heading values
with gyroscope and accelerometer in order to overcome to drift errors.

Equations to output euler values;

Ik = Ik−1 +Ki∆t(ak − θk−1) (Equation 3.12)

θk = αθk−1 + (1− α)αk + (ωk + Ik)∆t (Equation 3.13)
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Table 3.12: Variables of process equations

Parameter Description

αk accelerometer value

ωk gyroscope output

∆t time step

θ orientation

I intermediate variable

α constant

3.4.3 Implementation of Arduino Program

Arduino Due micro-controller is the secondary main computer of this intelligent vehicle. Basically
from arduino side, a PID velocity controller was implemented and parameters were tuned in order to
having a proper controller. Since this is a mobile robot it was supposed to have a smooth maneuvering
ability. Therefore PID arduino library was used for this implementation. In addition to that PID
Proportional on Measurement (P On M) method used to make the system more smooth.

It’s obvious that if traditional PID or PI algorithm was used to tune for velocity controller, it would
not have much smooth behaviour. It may have some over shoots set-points. Therefore as asolution
for those issues P On M method was used and it will be explain in the following section.

Figure 3.29: Regular PID controller

Following graphs shows the PID output of traditional controllers. Mostly it has set-point overshoot
and it is hard to overcome.
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Figure 3.30:: Traditional PID outputs

In order to over come that overshoot and make the wheel rotation speed much smoother, P On M
method used and following samples show an improvement of the overshoot reduction. It helps to
reduce unwanted vibrations which make the system unstable.

Figure 3.31:: P On M outputs

P On M changes what the proportional term is looking at. Instead of error, the P-Term is fed the
current value of the PID input.

Proportional on Error:

Output = KP e(t) +KI

∫
e(t)dt+Kd

de(t)

dt
(Equation 3.14)
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Proportional on Measurement:

Output = −KP [Input(t)− Inputinit] +KI

∫
e(t)dt−Kd

dInput

dt
(Equation 3.15)

According to the equation,
Input(t) = now encoder values
Inputinit = old encoder values

Basically this controller fundamentally changes what the proportional term does. Instead of being a
driving force like KI , it becomes a resistive force like Kd. It means when the KP becomes bigger,
controller becomes more conservative. Therefore KP value should be smaller than the KI in this
method.

Figure 3.30 shows what is happening inside the P On M loop. Initially P Term provides a resistive
force. The higher the input goes, the more negative it becomes. Where before the P Term became
zero at the new set-point, it now continues to have a value.

In nutshell, when the set-point is given, KI is the main component that drives the motor to set-point.
ThereforeKI is the primary gain in this loop (higher values needed). Then theKP acting as a resistive
force when it has to stop. Basically when set speed becomes zero, KP is acting as a resistive force to
make it stop and maintain the set-point. Kd was not used in this implementation in order to control
the velocity. In the last chapter, Figure 4.6 shows the each motor behavior using this controller.

Figure 3.32: Algorithm of PID
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3.4.4 Implementation of The Velocity controller

This subsection explains about the implementation of velocity controller for the intelligent vehicle.
Basically, ROS commanded linear and angular velocities to the arduino controller via rosserial stack.
Therefore from arduino side, it has to have the ability to receive the command and execute.

In order to achieve this, 500 PPR encoders were used to calculate wheel rotational speed and convert it
into the unit of rad/s because ROS required to have measured wheel angular velocity in rad/s. Here
decode number was taken as 4. Following equation used to calculate the wheel rotational velocity in
RPM;

RPM =
(Pulse difference)× 60

PPR× (Time difference)× 4
(Equation 3.16)

Then convert the angular velocity in RPM to rad/s by,

Angular velocity in rad/s = RPM× 0.10471 (Equation 3.17)

Figure 3.33: Arduino velocity controller

Then calculated velocity was filtered before sending to the ROS stack and PID controller in order to 
filter out the noises from the encoder by taking the sum of 20 velocities and calculated the average 
value.
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3.4.5 Implementation of ROS

Robotics Operating System - ROS

Initially, this intelligent vehicle was programmed by using ROS Kinetic version (released on 2016)
with Linux Ubuntu 16.04. ROS Kinetic Kame is primarily targeted at the Ubuntu 16.04 (Xenial)
release. It supports other Linux systems as well as Mac OS X, Android and Windows in varying
degrees. In fact ROS is being acted as the brain of this project. Laptop PC was used to implement
ROS with dual booted Linux kernel. ROS kinetic is well developed open source robotic operating
platform which has a strong base even though it is 3 years old. Kinetic is highly saturated with
packages than the current latest ROS versions and it has rospackages almost for every task. ROS and
arduino were able to communicate using different nodes which were developed using ROS packages.

Figure 3.34: ROS

First and foremost arduino due was programmed to communicate with ROS by using a rosserial 
rospackage. Basically arduino due was being acted as the secondary controller of this robot. Each 
wheel velocity was published under the topic of ”sensor vel” and ROS subscribed that node in order 
to receive the velocity data. In the same time ROS was able to give velocity commands to the robot 
using a node called ”cmd vel”. This cmd vel node was published by ROS and arduino had to be 
subscribed that topic.

Figure 3.35: Control architecture
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Then all three motors were rotated by using ROS teleop twist keyboard. Basically arduino could be
able to receive velocity commands from ROS through rosserial node. Next step was to implement the
navigation stack requirements.

In the ROS navigation stack, it was required to have a connection between the links such as /map,
/odom, /base link, /laser link and the /imu link. It is called tf - transformations.

Figure 3.36: Tf - transformations

Tf libraries was used to keep the multiple coordinate frames over time. Structure is shown in the
following figure.

Figure 3.37:: Rosgraph

There are important frames that had to be considered in this thesis. Such as /base footprint (/base link),
/odom and /map frames. /robot state publisher publishes the topics as in the next figure.
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As shown in the following diagram /map to /odom transformation is dynamic and it was already built
inside the ROS navigation stack. Then the next links between /odom and /base link is also a dynamic
configuration. Because with respect to /odom, robot /base link can be moved in the map. Apart from
that /base link to laser link and /base link to /imu link was configured as static transformations.

This is the most trickiest part of this ROS programming. In order to configure this two links together,
robot wheel odometry should be sent to ROS navigation stack. Basically ROS was able to get the
idea of how wheel odometry works. This could be done by implementing robot inverse kinematic
equations inside both arduino as well as ROS /odometry publisher rospackage.

Figure 3.38: Basic coordinate system

Then following inverse kinematics model was implemented. Accordingly WDi dot is the wheel
angular velocities in rad/s, Vx, Vy and Wz are the linear and angular velocities of the platform.

Figure 3.39: Inverse kinematics model

Then in Rviz simulation window these topics were subscribed and it was able to visualize the robot
actual behavior in a virtual coordinate system as follows,
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Figure 3.40: Rviz coordinate system

As the next step robot Solidworks model was imported to the Rviz virtual environment. All the 
important joints and sensors were simplified inside the solid works. Then it was converted to URDF 
file format by using the Solidworks UDRF plugin. Basically this file content all the parameters about 
the designed model such as origin, mass and density of the materials as well. All the static and 
rotational joints were clearly published to the ROS by using this URDF plugin.

Figure 3.41: Robot body
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Then the next step was the configuration of the Sick S300 Expert laser s ensor. In order to implement 
that ROS has a separate package for this specific l a ser s e nsor c a lled ” c ob s i ck s  3 00”. Following 
parameters can be set in order to make the connection between ROS and /laser link.

Table 3.13: Cob sick s300 parameters

Parameter Value

port /dev/ttyUSB0

baud rate 125000

scan id 7

inverted false

frame id laser link

scan duration 0.025

scan cycle time 0.040

publish frequency 10 Hz

debug false

Then the basic laser map was shown inside the rviz visualizer.

Figure 3.42: Laser map
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Mapping - 2D SLAM

As the next step laser data should be process with slam gmapping rospackage in order to create
the static map. This intelligent vehicle created the occupancy grid map by using a ROS gmapping
package. Basically it contains slam gmapping node that subscribes incoming laser data through the
topic /scan. In addition to that transforms those scan data into the odometry tf reference frame. This
generated map can be visualized in the real time from the rviz.

In fact robot has to navigate manually all over the map in order to scan the map. Then laser data and
odometry data combined together to estimate the position of the map. In this method robot has to be
moved and that is the only way that ROS knew where was the robot coordinate with respect to the
/odom and /base link. Laser map scanned pixels were separated into 3 categories such a way that;

• value 0, white = free space

• value 100, black = obstacle

• value -1, gray color = unknown area

Figure 3.43: First occupancy map using gmapping

As shown in the figure 3.40, that map has lots of noises because up to now robot is not localized in 
the map. In the same time there are lots of parameters has to be considered when creating the map. In 
the same time laser map was not aligned with the static map. That was the main reason to get drifted 
map data. (Following map was created by the same gmapping rospackage after well localized with 
the AMCL rospackage). Mapping resolution is 0.05 (5cm per pixel).
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Figure 3.44: Final map using gmapping

As explaining in the next section robot has to be localized well with the static map by using AMCL. 
Afterwards robot was moved manually all over the environment in order to get the map. Manually 
map can be edited in order to mark those regions as restriction zone. Above map also edited using 
Adobe Photoshop to restrict some areas as shown. Then ROS consider those black zones as obstacles 
region. Therefore robot always trying to avoid those region and this is one of the advantages of these 
packages.

If the robot is fully localized with the odometry and static map, when mapping it detects wheel 
slippery situations and it takes them into account. Because of that unwanted mapping errors cannot 
be happened. Basically when 2D mapping, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) was 
done. In nutshell robot creates the map and in the same time it localized by itself in the map.

Theory behind this packages is; Basically in SLAM, robot navigates (manually) in unknown areas 
and constantly builds and updating the map using on-board sensors while localizing in the map. The 
goal of the process is to use the environment to update the position of the robot. This is done by 
extracting the features from the environment and re observing when robot moves. EKF filter keep 
tracking the estimations and uncertainties of the robot position and the landmarks.
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Figure 3.45: Overview of the SLAM

Gmapping

Gmapping algorithm is developed based on a theorem of Rao-Blackwelized particle filter. The main 
idea of this method is solving a grid-based problems. In order to do that it requires odometry data and 
sensor data. Main concept of this algorithm is estimation of trajectory of the robot x1:t = x1...x2 and 
the map.

p(x1:t,m|z1:t, u1:t−1) = p(m|x1:t, z1:t)p(x1:t|z1:t, u1:t−1) (Equation 3.18)

According to that given observations are z1:t = z1... and odometry data u1:t = u1.... Therefore
estimation denotes as p(x1:t,m|z1:t, u1:t−1).

In order to build the map ROS has a packages called Gmapping.
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Robot Localization with IMU

Robot localization was done in two methods in this thesis. First of all robot wheel odometry data was
fused with IMU data through Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). Then it was able to estimate the robot
pose by using wheel odometry and IMU data. Basically robot pose and orientation were calculated
by using two methods.

• Odometry from only using robot’s velocity by encoders

• Odometry from wheel encoders and IMU data

Those two methods also were not precise. Because most of the time it shows wheel odometry drift
and it was not able to get the correct pose. Specially when getting pose only from wheel encoders it
was not able to detect wheel slipping situations. To get the most precise estimation of the robot pose,
IMU and wheel odometry data fused using Extended Kalman Filter in a package with ROS called
robot localization.

When wheel odometry is calculated based on the robots encoders data, ROS subscribed /sensor vel
topic. Linear velocity components such as Vx and Vy as well as angular velocity such as vth was
included in that topic.

Figure 3.46: Configuration for EKF

As shown in the figure 3.44 it was able to fused wheel odometry data with IMU. Basically IMU data 
was sent from arduino to ROS under 3 different nodes (/imu gyro, /imu accl, /imu orientation) and
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ROS subscribed those nodes and created a one single topic called /imu processed. Finally by using the
ROS package called robot localization those IMU data and wheel odometry data were fused through
Extended Kalman Filter. After this fusion, odometry drift was calculated into accounts by using the
IMU data (mainly considered the heading value) and it was able to get precise more accurate robot
orientation. As figure 3.44 shows that matrix consisting as follows;


X Y Z
roll pitch yaw

Ẋ Ẏ Ż
˙roll ˙pitch ˙yaw

Ẍ Ÿ Z̈

 (Equation 3.19)

The Kalman Filter is a mathematical model to get the optimal estimation about a system state with
respect to a measuring device. Mainly the system has 2 inputs such as control signal and system error
sources. A measuring device required to measure some system states with errors. In this thesis it
fused IMU orientation Z axis data with wheel odometry orientation.

Figure 3.47: Basic EKF flow chart

Figure 3.48: Basic EKF update
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Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a nonlinear version of Kalman Filter. It linearizes about an estima-
tion of current mean and covariance. Therefore, in the EKF state transition and observation models
no need to be linear functions. But it should be differentiable instead.

xk = f(xk−1, uk) + ωk (Equation 3.20)

zk = h(xk) + vk (Equation 3.21)

Where ωk and vk process noise and observation noises which both assumed as zero. uk is the control
vector. xk is the robot system state at time k. Therefore function f can use to compute the predicted
state from the previous estimation. In the same time h (nonlinear sensor model) can be used to
compute predicted measurement from predicted state. zk is the measurement at time k. This process
linearizes the non-linear functions around the current estimate.

Then, in order to carry out the prediction step that projects the current state estimation and error
covariance forward in time,

x̂k = f(xk−1) (Equation 3.22)

P̂kFPk−1F
T +Q (Equation 3.23)

In the ROS package, f is the standard kinematic model. P is the estimated error covariance which
projected via F , and Q the process noise covariance.
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Robot Localization with Static Map

This was the most important localization in this thesis. Basically this localization was done between
robot wheel odometry and created Map. Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) ROS package
was used to successfully localize the robot in the map itself.

Basically AMCL package estimates the robot pose with respect to the static map. Initial pose is the
parameter which robot starting point on the map. When robot has some initial pose data, package
gets some estimations as shown in the figure. After that when robot navigating, by considering
surrounding static map data, it estimates the exact orientation and pose of the robot.

Figure 3.49: AMCL pose estimation

When robot navigating on the map, the estimated pose arrays converge into one single array. It means,
robot was localized properly on the map.

Figure 3.50: Pose arrays convergence

AMCL node is dynamically re-configurable. Therefore it was able to tune the parameters for it’s best
values while the robot is moving. Following figure 3.44 shows the AMCL parameters for this robot.
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Figure 3.51: AMCL parameters

Theory behind this is, AMCL is a particle filter localization method. Given map of the environment, 
position and orientation, estimations of the robot and movement sensing data are the requirements 
for this package. Algorithm uses particle filter to represent the distribution of states and each particle 
represents a possible state estimation (location of the robot). When the robot moves, it shifts the 
particles after each movement and predict the pose estimation. It measures how the actual sensed 
data correlate with the predicted state. Finally particles should converge into one actual position of 
the robot.
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In Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization, the robot may consist of position and orientations. The robot
estimation of its current state is a probability density function distributed over the state space. In
AMCL algorithm, time t represents by set of particles such as,

Xt = x1t , x
2
t , ..., x

M
t (Equation 3.24)

Each particle contains a state and those can be considered as hypothesis of robot state. Regions which
has many particles corresponds to a greater probability says that the robot will be there. At every time
t algorithm takes as input the previous belief,

Xt−1 = x1t−1, x
2
t−1, ..., x

M
t−1 (Equation 3.25)

Therefore AMCL algorithm; actuation command ut, received data from sensors zt and algorithm
output new belief Xt,

(Xt−1, ut, zt) (Equation 3.26)

for m = 1 to M,
X̂t = (X̂t + (xmt , ω

m
t ) (Equation 3.27)

Where xmt is the motion update and ωmt is the sensor update.
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Navigation and Motion Planning

Up to now, robot localization with map and IMU is done. In the same time map building also done.
Next task is to start navigating the robot. Basically robot’s path planning should be done by current
position to goal position. In the same time avoiding static and dynamic obstacles also come under
this section as well. Because of that robot should have a very efficient and reliable path planning
algorithms.

Initially path planning is done in lower frequency than the obstacle avoidance system. That obstacle
avoidance should be run in a higher frequency in order to get fast and reliable decisions. Navigation
stack is having 2 main planners to estimate and generate the path such as Global Planner and Local
Planner.

Figure 3.52: ROS navigation stack setup

Above figure 3.48 shows the ROS navigation stack setup architecture. Basically ROS navigation stack 
supports only for differential and omni drive robots. In that case this thesis is based on omni drive 
robot. Apart from that navigation stack generate ros messages assuming that robot receives twist 
messages like Vx, Vy and Wz . This stack supports for most of the LaserScan ros packages and it can 
receive information about the robot surrounding. As mentioned in ROS wiki, squared shape robot 
footprints are efficiently navigated through obstacles that circular shape footprint robots.

As shown in the figure 3.44 this navigation stack required following ROS nodes in order to achieve 
target goals.

• Global planner and Local planner (provided node)

• Global and Local costmaps (provided node)

• AMCL package for localization (optional provided)

• map server ros package (optional provided)
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• base controller, odometry source, sensor transforms, sensor data ( platform specific nodes)

Afterwards, configuring the move base node is the next most essential task. Basically move base is
a ROS package that works alongside with ROS navigation stack in order to navigate the robot. That
node is consisting with all the parameter data which required to various specific packages. Mainly
move base node is commanding velocity messages to cmd vel topic as shown in the figure 3.46.
Move base node has the following structure. All the params.yaml files have configuration data.

• Global planner params.yaml

• Local planner params.yaml

• Move base params.yaml

• Local costmap params.yaml

• Global costmap params.yaml

• Costmap common params.yaml

Following planners selected for this thesis,

• Base global planner = global planner

• Base local planner = dwa local planner

Basically Global Planner is the main package that create path trajectory in a higher frequency. Col-
lision avoidance, navigating through obstacles and detecting dynamic or static obstacles are done in
costmaps. After that Global planner plans the path by considering all those mentioned parameters.

Next local planner is the package which follows global planner. When global planner already decided
the path and commanded local planner to follow the trajectory, local planner has the ability to maneu-
ver the robot according to the pre-set parameter values. Basically the robot’s maneuvering speeds,
velocities and accelerations and all parameters considered by the base local planner. Therefore tuning
this base local planner is more important and it consumes much time.
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Figure 3.53: Move base setup architecture

Configuration of Costmaps

Next step is the configuration of c ostmaps. ROS navigation s tack i s having another ROS package 
called Costmap 2d. Basically it performs a grid based map representation and support well for 2D 
robot navigation. The function of this package is to process range measurements and then build an 
occupancy grids of the environment. As explained before this package is consisting with 2 main 
costmaps such as Local and Global costmaps.

These costmaps topics consisting with all the information of the surrounding of the robot including 
static and dynamic obstacles. Package has different types of feature parameters to make robot navi-
gation more efficient. Basically user can set the i nflation radius of the obstacles as well as the robot 
foot print. It acts as a safety limit in order to minimize the unwanted collisions.

While Global costmap having all the information about the full map, Local costmap having only 
near field of the robot. User can set the size of the local costmap. Then mainly local costmap focuses 
only the obstacles within that region. Following figure s hows t he c ostmaps w ith t he information 
around the robot. Obstacles including static and dynamic are representing with black dots.

These costmap parameters also dynamically re-configurable. T herefore a ll t he p arameters c an be 
tuned while robot in moving.
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Figure 3.54: Costmap 2d

DWA Local Planner - Dynamic Approach Window

Dwa local planner is one of the accurate path planning packages which can be taken as the local plan-
ner. Since the dwa local planner was chosen as the base local planner, it has the ability to dynamically 
reconfigure. Basically when robot i s navigating, dwa planner values can be changed and was able 
to tune more efficiently. Basically dwa planner calculate the cost functions to the goal and highest 
possible cost function would be executed. As shown in the figure 3.49, highest cost direction shows 
in the red color and robot started moving towards that while following the global planner. Following 
figure 3.48 shows the dwa local planner’s dynamic re-configurable parameters.

Apart from that there are significant parameters that we can set in dwa planner to navigate robot more 
efficiently. Such as recovery behavior can be activated in order to self recover when the robot stuck 
in some environment due to obstacles. Then it starts rotating itself until it’s global planner find a new 
path to reach the goal.

In addition to that, this thesis is based on a new mechanism which is a omni directional configuration. 
Dwa local planner is preferred only differential wheel or omni wheel platforms. But, when tuning this 
parameters, the robot was initialized as an omni wheel robot while giving the priority to its heading 
(X direction). In nutshell, robot was not initialized as full omni or full differential drive system. 
Parameters were tune to be prioritized the X direction while maintaining the omni behavior. If it is 
tuned for a regular omni behavior, system does not give the heading priority to X direction.

Next section explains about the collision avoidance of the robot by using this planner. In the same 
time robot trajectories planned by using this planner. Dwa can decide that weather robot is navigating
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Figure 3.55: DWA local planner parameters

on a straight path or a curved path. It generated motion commands and executes by commanding as a
linear and angular velocity.
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Figure 3.56: Highest cost trajectory

Theory behind this is, if the robot is able to stop before the collision with obstacles.

Va =
{

(v, ω)|v ≤
√

2dist(v, ω)v̇b ∩ ω ≤
√

2dist(v, ω)ω̇b} (Equation 3.28)

Where, Va is the entire space of potential velocities of the robot possible to have. After that robot
would have maximum accelerations. The possible velocity range that robot can have is called dynamic
window Vd. The size of the possible velocity range depends on the acceleration parameters. Because
of that actual velocity cannot go out of the dynamic window range. Vd, speeds that can reach by the
acceleration calculated by this equation,

Vd =
{

(v, ω)|v ∈ [va − v̇t, va + v̇t] ∩ ω ∈ [ωa − ω̇t, ωa + ω̇t]} (Equation 3.29)

According to the following equation, if Vs is possible speeds of the robot, Va is obstacle free area and
finally Vd is the speed that reachable within a certain time frame (depends on the possible accelera-
tions), the interest velocities that robot can have will be Vr as follows,

Vr = Vs ∩ Va ∩ Vd (Equation 3.30)

In order to select (v, ω) which are robot navigation commands, the heuristic navigation function is
used. It tries to minimize the travel time by driving fast towards the correct goal direction. Therefore,
it maximizes objective function below,

Navigation function,

NF = α.vel + β.nf + γ.∆.nf + δ.goal (Equation 3.31)

According to this function, it maximizes the velocity. n is the cost to reach the goal. f is the grid based
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path by A* algorithm. At the end, this function needs to reduce the speed near the goal. After that,
trajectory scoring parameters will be changed to maximize the objective function to obtain optimal
velocities.

Figure 3.57: Cost function parameters

Collision Avoidance

Collision avoidance was done by using DWA local planner. Basically this approach determines colli-
sion free trajectories for the intelligent vehicles. As shown in the above figure 3.49, the black inflated 
area is known as the obstacles and it is inflated for the safety reasons. If collision avoidance explains 
in the most simplest way, when generating the trajectory local planner trying to avoid those black 
spots as much as possible in order to avoid collisions. In case, if there is no any free path to create the 
trajectory, robot stops moving.

In that case, even the obstacle is static or dynamic robot can avoid the collision. ROS follows the 
basic idea of Dynamic window approach as follows. Robot control space is required to be discrete 
(velocity commanding in discrete samples). Then robot simulate and predict the path planning and 
decides what would happen if this plan executes. This called sim time in DWA local planner. When 
the sim time becomes higher, more smoother the local planner. But it consumes more computational 
power.

After that each trajectory evaluated and giving scores. Then it measures how close the robot to the 
obstacle in each path and then cancel out all the illegal trajectories. Then picks the highest possible 
trajectory and send velocity commands according to trajectory to the cmd vel topic. Until robot 
moves to the goal this process is repeated as long as path is free. Next section explains the theory of 
A star algorithms to avoid collisions while navigating in a shortest path.
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Path Planning - Global Planner

Initially robots start position, goal position, robot footprint and static map (environment) are the
conditions that this planner requires. Then it start commanding the robot move towards the goal
without having any collision.

One of the significant parts of this global planner is, it uses different algorithms to path planning
such as A∗ and D∗. In order to use any of those algorithms, robot should know the environment
before navigation started. Since the robot already have the static map before start the navigation,
robot has a basic idea about the surrounding. Global planner is having A∗ path planning as in default.
Therefore for this thesis path planning section, A∗ was used from the ROS package with the support
of move base node.

When the goal position is sent to the robot, A∗ algorithm will be evaluated the global path which is
possible to follow by the base local planner. In this case, avoiding obstacles and closest path to the
goal will be considered.

Figure 3.58: A star path planning

The A∗ procedure is branch-and-bound search, with an estimate of remaining distance, combined 
with the dynamic programming principles. According to that if the estimation of remaining distance 
is a lower than the actual distance, then A∗ produces optimal solutions. Basically it forms a one 
element queue with a zero length path that contains only the root node. Then it removes first path 
from the queue; create new paths by extending the first path to all neighbour of the node. It trying to 
reach with goal with shortest distance while considering the minimum cost of the path. Finally if the 
goal node it found it execute the succeeded path, if not trying a new path.
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As shown in the following configuration-space transformation figure, by using A∗ robot is able to
navigate among obstacles without colliding with them. In order to do that it maintains a constant
distance (variable parameter in costmap) from robot to obstacle. Following bolt line represent the one
point of small triangle (robot) and it moves around the obstacle. It trying to keep the lower left corner
away from the bolted line to avoid collisions. This concept is applied inside the ROS navigation
packages to avoid obstacles.

Figure 3.59: Space transformation

As shown in the following figure, no collision can occur if the point is kept out of the shaded area. In
ROS costmaps it is able to change the cost values and inflation radius of obstacles to avoid collisions.

Figure 3.60: Space transformation
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In the A* search, it finds path between 2 locations, partially unknown or known environment. Here it
uses the inform search A*. Following equation is the evaluation function.

f(n) = g(n) + h(n) (Equation 3.32)

Here, g(n) is the operating cost function and h(n) is the heuristic function.

Following example shows the A* search finds the shortest path by considering the lowest cost to the
goal.

Figure 3.61: A* search

First consider the sum of path distance and node cost. According to that priority is given ( C=4, K=4). 
Then, according to the path distances shown in the diagram, shortest path would be C => K => 
Goal which gives the distance value to the goal as 1+1+2 = 4. If the goal cost value is lower, its 
higher prioritized.

As next section, following figure 3.61 shows the flow diagram of entire system. It shows step by step 
overall idea of the system.
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Figure 3.62: Full rosgraph
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 Von Mises Stress Test Results

Following Von Mises stress tests were done by using Solidworks simulations. This intelligent vehicle
has a steel base platform which is considered as the chassis. Since that base carries most of the weight
load of the robot, it is important to test stress and strain test. Basically all the motors, battery platforms
and wheels are connected to that platform. Therefore according to the calculations approximately
more than 245N distributed force was applied to the platform. Therefore 245N is taken as the applies
force in the simulation.

Figure 4.1: Von Mises stress test

According to the stress test approximately maximum of 1.07×107N/m2 stress is applied to the plate. 
However tests indicates that the yield strength is 6.2 × 108N/m2 and it proves that the platform is 
strong enough to have such a distributed force without any failure.
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Figure 4.2:: Strain test

Apart from that strain test also shows that the maximum strain of 3.1× 10−5 acting the edges of the
platform and it is negligible.

Figure 4.3: Displacement test

According to the displacement test due to the distribution force, simulation shows that the maximum 
of 3.01×10−1mm displacement can be occurred in the edge of the base plate. Even though that value 
is very small, this platform does not deform due to the applied force. Therefore, after analyzing all 
the results of the simulations, platform can be considered as strong enough plate for the application.
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4.2 Robot performance and Accuracy Analysis

Finally, results section will be explained about the performance and behaviour of the intelligent ve-
hicle. In this section it mainly focused on the performance of the new mechanism. Various kinds of
linear accelerations and angular velocities compared with the robot commanded motions. In the end,
there are some graphs in order to evaluate the robot accuracy with respect to ROS navigation stack
commands. In order to get the data from the robot IMU and wheel odometry data were used.

Figure 4.4: Forward motion

Figure 4.1 graphs shows, according to the topic cmd vel commands of 0.1m/s velocity into positive 
and negative X direction robot’s each wheels behavior. In this case wheel radius is 0.06m. And 
both rear wheels are in 45 degree angle with the chassis (front wheel is not contributing for forward 
motion). Therefore rear wheels average velocity according to the graph should be considered by using 
wheel angle to the chassis and the wheel radius.

Following table shows the mean values and standard deviation for above curves.
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Table 4.1: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.1

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/right wheel velocity 0.10 1.088

/left wheel velocity 1.68 1.09

/front wheel velocity 0.004 0.052

Apart from that in order to achieve this speed controller, PID controller was used by only tuning
proportional gain KP and integral gain KI as explained in the previous section. KD gain was set to
be zero all the time.

Afterwards, there is a rospackage called rqt multiplot and it was able to process all the sensor data
into graphs.
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Next graph shows the robot velocity command of 0.1m/s into positive Y direction. Same above
equation can be used to get the wheel velocity in m/s. (Front wheel is aligned with the chassis as
Figure 3.7 and only front wheel is using for this motion). Following table shows the each curve mean
and standard deviation values.

Figure 4.5: Moving into positive Y

Same as the previous equation can be used to get the speed; 0.1 is the commanded velocity for robot 
platform and 0.06 is the wheel radius on meters.

Table 4.2:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.2

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/right wheel velocity 0.001 0.05

/left wheel velocity 0 0.05

/front wheel velocity 1.16 0.75
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Following graph shows, As a combination of above both graphs, next graph shows the wheel veloci-
ties behavior when the robot command velocity becomes 0.1 m/s into positive and negative diagonal
direction. All wheels are in motion in order to achieve this directional formation. As shown in the
graphs all wheels are supposed to be rotated accurately in required velocities to system to have more
stable behavior.

Figure 4.6: Moving into diagonal directions
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Table 4.3: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.3

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/right wheel velocity 0.10 1.36

/left wheel velocity 0.11 1.37

/front wheel velocity -0.06 0.966

Following graphs explain the behaviour of the robot (whole system as one). It describes the compari-
son between command velocity cmd vel topic and the actual robot velocity sensor vel which derived
from wheel odometry. In this case also command velocity is 0.1m/s into positive Y direction. Wheel
odometry was able to follow the command velocity as following graphs. As represents in the graph,
it has some velocity fluctuations. Since those fluctuations are occurring in a small velocity range it
does not affect to the system.

Figure 4.7: Commanded behavior vs actual behavior into Y

Table 4.4: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.4

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/sensor velocity 0.07 0.03
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In this case also command velocity is 0.1m/s into positive X direction. Wheel odometry was able
to follow the command velocity as following graphs. As represents in the graph, it has some velocity
fluctuations.

Figure 4.8: Commanded behavior vs actual behavior into X

Table 4.5:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.5

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/sensor velocity 0.077 0.03
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Next graph shows the behavior of the robot between commanded angular velocity Z into CCW direc-
tion and the robot wheel odometry angular velocity Z into the same direction. In this graph cmd vel
is 0.51rad/s.

Figure 4.9: Commanded behavior vs actual behavior around Z

Table 4.6:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.6

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/sensor velocity 0.007 0.502
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Next graph explains the robot behaviour with the commanded of angular velocity of 0.5rad/s and
angular velocity measured from IMU sensor in to both CW and CCW directions. In this case approx-
imately 0.5rad/s = 28.64degree/s.

Figure 4.10:: Angular behaviour of the robot with IMU

Table 4.7: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.7

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/imu/angular velocity -1.15 0.39
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Following graph shows the robot angular velocity (around Z axis) and linear acceleration towards X
direction (from IMU) fluctuation when navigating into forward X direction in 0.1m/s velocity.

Figure 4.11:: Robot’s angular velocity and linear acceleration fluctuation

Table 4.8: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.8

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/imu/linear acceleration 0.165 0.26

/imu/angular velocity 0.008 1.57
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Next graph shows when robot is commanded to rotate CCW (360 degrees) in 0.5rad/s, the behavior
of the robot orientation from wheel odometry around Z and the orientation around IMU Z axis.
In this case orientation data represents in quaternion values. There is an angle offset between 2
graphs (in quaternion). It happened due to the small offset between robot chassis and IMU unit
fixing to the robot. In addition to that IMU considered CW as positive direction and wheel odometry
considered CCW as positive direction. Therefore following phase difference occurred between IMU
and odometry curves.

Figure 4.12: Robot z axis orientation with IMU Z

Table 4.9:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.9

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/imu/orientation -0.2 -

/odometry/orientation 0.33 -
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Following graph explains the behavior of robot wheel odometry orientation around Z and IMU Z
when navigating towards X direction in 0.1m/s velocity. Even though wheel odometry does not
detect any wheel slip or heading change from encoders, IMU was able to detect the heading change
due to various reasons such as PID tunes and terrain uncertainties. Clearly there is a heading change
when navigating into any direction. By fusing wheel odometry with IMU and static map of the
environment those errors can be fixed.

Figure 4.13:: Robot heading fluctuation towards X

Table 4.10:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.10

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/imu/orientation -0.77 0.07

/odometry/orientation 0.91 0.08
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Following graphs shows the robot heading change when navigating into Y direction. When navigating
towards Y , only front omni wheel is used, therefore due to the friction of the free rotating mecanum
secondary wheels with the floor this heading change can be happened. Even this error can be fixed
using sensor fusion with the wheel odometry. As shown in the graph, encoders were not be able to
detect this heading chang. Only the IMU detected the difference.

Figure 4.14:: Robot heading fluctuation towards Y

Table 4.11:: Mean values and standard deviation of figure 4.11

Parameter Mean Standard deviation

/imu/orientation -0.08 0.0311

/odometry/orientation 0.050 0.003
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Afterwards, next graph is explained the performance of robot following trajectory of dwa local plan-
ner and robot orientation Z change from wheel odometry. This graph only represents the orientation
behavior of Z axis with respect to the ROS command.

(axis X = time(seconds), Y = quaternion)

Figure 4.15:: Trajectory following performance

Next graph is the more detailed version of the above graph to represent the path planner following
behavior by the robot. Red curve shows the command from the path planner and black curve shows
the wheel odometry orientation around Z axis.

Figure 4.16:: Trajectory following performance
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

Most of the engineers, scientists, university students and innovative people who have a desire to make
a new thing, focus mainly on artificial intelligence and fully autonomous technology, especially in
this decade. As a result of their sacrifices and hard work, unbelievable smart technologies were raised
within a few years. While thinking about a new concept, I was able to come up with a new idea of
developing an entirely new wheel configuration for a mobile indoor robot. Even though there are a
hundred thousand of mobile robot concepts in the world, this thesis was based on a new concept. Nav-
igating new mobile robot platform also was a challenging situation. This new idea was designed to
prove that the new concept also can have equal performance as regular wheel configurations. There-
fore, I was able to create an entirely new mathematical model for this new wheel concept. Basically,
by using the regular four mecanum wheels mathematical model, a new math model was derived by
combining mecanum and omni wheels. Right after developing the math model, the navigation part
was started.

After developing for weeks this math model, it was confirmed that robot can have an omnidirec-
tional maneuvering performance as regular platforms. Basically, robot was able to navigate into any
direction in a 2D plane. Finally, the kinematics model was derived for the new wheel concept.

Basically, ROS was used to implement this robot navigation system. It has almost every rospackage
for various applications. Sick S300 Expert lidar sensor was used as the main sensor of this robot plat-
form. ROS has supported this lidar unit and ”cob sick s300” was the compatible ROS package for this
specific laser model. Then ROS navigation stack was built according to the navigation requirements
as ROS wiki.

Next part was the localizing robot in the map. In order to do that, first of all, fused the wheel odometry
with laser map and IMU sensor. It improved the robot behavior while more precisely considering
wheel slipping situations and odometry errors. Then mapping was started and it was able to create
the map and localize itself in the map at the same time. It was called 2D SLAM. Finally, after using
different planners for path planning, the robot was able to navigate from a known point to a given
point in a map while avoiding static as well as dynamic obstacles.

In order to conclude this section, I would like to mention some issues faced while developing this
thesis project. Mainly tuning Dynamic Window Approach rospackage (for navigation) parameters
were taken more time than expected. In the same time, IMU unit was lagging most of the time due to
the place that it was placed which is among huge 4 motors. Basically due to the increasing magnetic
fields from motors IMU unit was disturbed. Therefore finally robot was localized only by using
AMCL package (using the static map and wheel odometry). Even without using IMU unit robot was
able to perfectly navigate in the map by fusing wheel odometry with a static map. As such, there
were lots of problems to overcome while developing this thesis. Following section would suggest
some conditions to improve this thesis.
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5.2 Recommendations

According to the issues that have faced with this thesis, I would like to suggest some recommendation
to improve this intelligent vehicle. Basically, ROS navigation stack is efficiently supporting only for
fully differential wheel drive or Omni drive platforms. Since my platform is prioritized to be kept the
heading while behaving as an Omni robot, ROS navigation stack is not fully functional sometimes in
maneuvering situations. Therefore some issues have risen and it was hard to solve. Mainly parameter
tuning of navigation stack was hard due to this issue. Therefore robot should be developed to behave
as an Omni or differential drive.

In addition to that, using a high performance separate PC to run ROS package is really efficient. Using
a normal laptop PC is not that efficient due to various reasons such as battery life. Because ROS need
higher computational power in mostly path planning.

Perhaps, path planning packages can be optimized to be used with lower computational power, but it
may reduce the navigational quality and performance of the robot. Therefore it is better to have some
high power separate PC for the robot.

In addition to that, one of the main problems that I have faced was, working with the IMU unit.
Basically Adafruit BNO055 has an internal processor and it uses accelerometer and gyroscope sensors
to compensate the disturbances of orientation values because of external magnetic fields change due
to various reasons. Since my IMU unit got disturbances from motors, it started getting delay when
outputting euler and quaternion values (more than 900 ms). Due to that sudden delay in the arduino
main loop PID loops went wrong. Therefore this thesis was done without IMU localization and
that was not a problem for accuracy because AMCL localization was precise enough to fuse wheel
odometry and static map. And it was able to manage odometry errors accurately.
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